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Explaining the entropy production
as lost work

Examples
• Charge transport
• Heat transport
• Mass transport
• Chemical reactions



Lost work in electric conductors

• Lost work at T
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Lost work by heat transport, I 

• Heat transport 
along the x-axis. 
Cross-sectional
area: Ω

• The total entropy
production and 
the Carnot
efficiency
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= η ΩThe lost work is identical to work that
can be obtained in a Carnot machine
(which is reversible).  



Lost work by heat transport, II

• Consider a heated pavement, area Ω. The heating plate, 8 cm 
below, is turned on to melt snow when T is 10 K below
melting. 

• What is the lost work during heating? 



Lost work in a heat exchanger

Total entropy production from the total entropy balance

Total entropy production from 
local heat transport at x and z



Potential work can be lost 
by diffusion

• The energy available for 
work in this concentration
cell lies in the
concentration gradient of
the salt. 

• Diffusion will after some
time make the system 
homogeneous. 

Two electrodes of silver
in a non-uniform
solution of silver nitrate



The accumulated entropy production, as a function
of position across the polymer electrolyte fuel cell

• Results are shows for current densities: 500, 2500 and 5000 A/m2

Largest loss from the cathode
overpotential



Lost work in chemical reactors

• All of the
energy in 
the
chemical
reaction is 
lost, unless
the heat 
exchange
with the
outside is 
made useful
(exothermic
reactions)

The engineering challenge



Summary

1. The lost work can studied using the entropy
production

2. The lost work is large in systems that
transport heat or have chemical reactions. 

3. The smaller the gradients and the rates are, 
the smaller is the lost work

4. When we want to accomplish a task, i.e. 
have a certain amount of heat exchanged,  
the question arises: Can we choose between
paths with different entropy production? 

The answer to this question is discussed in Ch.6
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